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FOSTERING CULTURAL SUCCESS
Telefilm canada’s vision
Telefilm Canada’s mandate “to foster and
promote the development of the audiovisual
industry in Canada” remains as relevant today
as it was when it was initially put into place. In
fact, Telefilm has a more crucial role to play
today: supporting this industry as it trans
forms its traditional business models to in
clude digital platforms that give consumers
much greater freedom of choice.

Government policies over four decades have
contributed to steady progress for Canada’s
audiovisual industry:
■

■

■

Since 1967, Telefilm has helped the industry
develop its capacity for excellence in produc
tion by providing, among other things, project
financing and training. Our input has contri
buted to a Canadian audiovisual industry that
is now world renowned not only for its produc
tion quality, but also for its outstanding talent.
Great strides have been made toward achie
ving Telefilm’s long-held mission to elevate
the industry’s production capability. The time
has now come to address the next big chal
lenge in the evolution of the industry. We must
focus on stimulating audience demand in an
increasingly competitive environment for con
sumer time, interest and money.

■

■

1960s-1980s: Laying the foundations for an
independent film industry
1980s-1990s: Building production capacity
in television and film
1990s: Dawn of the Internet and digital
media; diversification, expansion and rein‑
vention of the audiovisual industry as
a whole
2000s: Emergence of the multiplatform era;
a priority on building audiences
2010s: Increasing access to Canadian content and stimulating demand
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A focus on stimulating demand

One in two Canadians
believe it’s important
for Canadian movies
to be accessible in movie
theatres in Canada.
One in three Canadians
believes that our films
are as good as those
produced in other
countries.
SOURCE: Research now, august 2010

While building audiences has been among
Telefilm’s strategic goals, this corporate plan
will need to make it the top priority. Telefilm
and the industry are in agreement on this
point. Statistics show that from 2001 to 2009
(the first nine years of the Canada Feature
Film Fund), Hollywood blockbusters domi
nated 89% of the Canadian box office.

No one
is ever going to take the place

of Hollywood, no one in the
world can do that. What

we can do
is actually offer alternatives
to it.

Sir Alan Parker, British director, producer, writer
and actor, Britain: The Big Picture (2000). DVD Produced
by the UK Department of Trade and Industry and the
UK Department of Culture, Media & Sports.

No matter how much effort and money are
invested in developing talent and producing
world-class content, Canada’s audiovisual
industry must make an adjustment to enter
the next major phase of its development.
The industry must balance its historic focus
on production with an equally robust approach
to ensuring that its productions stimulate
audience demand.

Telefilm also has a responsibility to ensure
that the works we fund have all the winning
conditions – cultural and industrial, as well as
commercial. Telefilm intends to focus a significant part of its energy on promoting Canadian
talent and products through various events
and distribution channels, ensuring the pres
ence of Canadian content on all platforms.

Canadian box office from
2001 to 2009
	Canadian films

3.5%

	Foreign films

7.6%

	American films

89.0%

Number of films shown in Canadian
movie theatres from 2001 to 2009
	Canadian films (764 films)

18.6%

	Foreign films (1441 films)

35.1%

	American films (1901 films)

46.3%

SOURCE: motion picture theatre associations of canada (MPTAC)
numbers do not always add up due to rounding.
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From financial lever to lever of success
Telefilm Canada is fundamentally a cultural
agency, yet our cultural obligation is inextrica
bly linked to our mandate of helping to deve
lop a strong domestic audiovisual industry in
Canada. As we place a higher priority on en
suring that the content we invest in meets a
demand, Telefilm will insist on greater assu
rance of success in three fundamental areas:
cultural, industrial and commercial.

Success Measurement Framework

Cultural

commercial

INDUSTRIal
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A broader measure of success
Over the past 10 years, experience has taught
us that box office figures simply don’t tell the
entire story. While box office continues to be
an important measure of success, it must be
looked at in conjunction with other factors.
For example, overall success should also
consider alternative viewings such as DVD
and video on demand, and other factors such
as critical acclaim, recognition at national
and international festivals, and contribution
to Canada’s economy.
In fact, this issue is the same all over the
world. In the U.S. film industry, 90% of films
produced would not be considered successful
if they were judged only on what they took in
at the box office. In Europe, it is rare for a film
to recover the cost of its release at the box
office – an amount that doesn’t even begin to
address its cost of production.1
In this context, the higher priority Telefilm will
place on stimulating audience demand now
requires a broader measure of success – a
measure that will also include the commer
cial, cultural and industry value that a project
can deliver. For this reason, Telefilm will
pursue discussions with the industry and
Canadian Heritage to create a new framework for measuring the industry’s important
contribution.
1. Peter S. Grant & Michel Houle, Broadcaster Support for Canadian Feature Film
Expanding the Audience with Television Platforms (2009).

Gross sales – English-language market
	Domestic theatrical exhibition
	Domestic market – other platforms
(DVD sales and rentals, PPV, VOD, etc.)
	Foreign markets – all platforms

16.8%
7.6%
75.6%

Gross sales – French-language market
	Domestic theatrical exhibition

40.7%

	Domestic market – other platforms
(DVD sales and rentals, PPV, VOD, etc.)

21.4%

	Foreign markets – all platforms

37.9%

SOURCE: telefilm canada, fiscal 2010
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The industry perspective
In 2009-2010, at the outset of Telefilm’s
corporate planning process, the Board of Directors mandated the newly appointed Executive
Director and management to embark on an
in-depth analysis of the state of the industry.
This analysis included a review of trends
and issues, with original research as well
as an extensive consultation process with
all stakeholders – industry, government and
Telefilm employees.
In this process, Telefilm learned a great deal
that would eventually help us to shape our vision
for the future. In addition, and perhaps more
importantly, these consultations demonstra
ted that Telefilm and industry stakeholders
agree on what is needed to ensure the longterm viability of the Canadian audiovisual
industry. This augurs well for the collaboration
that will be needed to plan and execute the
concrete steps to realize Telefilm’s new
corporate vision.

Specifically, the industry wants us to:
■

■

■

■

Play an active role in stimulating demand
for its productions
Provide market intelligence and generate
innovative ideas for reaching out to markets
Assist with financing not only through
traditional programs, but also by finding
and developing new financing sources
Be a strong leader in the industry
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Snapshot of the Industry
■

■

■

The film and television sector now directly
employs more than 117,000 individuals on a
full-time basis (i.e., full-time equivalent jobs
[FTEs]) across Canada, including 46,100
FTEs in film and television production,
and a further 71,100 spin-off FTEs in other
industries.2
The direct GDP generated by film and
television production in Canada was $2.8
billion in 2009/10. The spin-off GDP was
an estimated $4.0 billion. In total, film and
television production in Canada generated
just over $6.8 billion in GDP in the Canadian
economy in 2009/10. 3
Although production capability is now well
developed in Canada, the industry still
holds a small share of domestic market –
3.2% in 2010.4

■

some entertainment content has sim
ply shifted from television to online, the
Internet is also providing new content
to Canadians.” 6

Consumption patterns for screen-based
content are shifting toward interactive digi
tal platforms:
>	Canada has a true broadband
penetration rate of close to 70% of
households.5
>	According to Ipsos Reid, weekly hours
spent online (18.1) surpassed the num
ber of hours spent watching televi
sion (16.9). Younger adults (18-34) are
spending 20 hours a week online, com
pared to 18 hours for those over the age
of 35. “The data indicates that not only
are people of all ages spending more
and more time online, but it also points
to a shift in how online Canadians are
consuming media and where they are
spending their free time. Today, online
Canadians are finding a myriad of en
tertainment options available to them
within the walls of their homes. While

>	Proportionally, Canada is the world’s
top online video viewing country.7
■

■

■

Overall in North America, 20% of all Internet
downstream traffic at peak periods is from
Netflix. Netflix launched in September 2010
in Canada.8
Even though the impact of new nontraditional players is ramping up, old busi
ness models for feature film and television
still predominate.
Public money is still central to funding
the development of Canadian content, and
innovative programs are needed to attract
private funds.

2. An Economic Report on the Screen-based Production Industry In Canada, Produced by the Canadian Media Production Association 
in conjunction with the Department of Canadian Heritage and l’Association des producteurs de film et de télévision du Québec (2010).
3. ibid.
4. MPTAC; share of box office revenues.
5. Leonard Waverman and Kalyan Dasgupta, “Canada and broadband: When ‘behind’ is actually ahead,” The Globe and Mail (March 5, 2010).
6. Mark Laver, Inter@ctive Reid Report (March 22, 2010).
7. comScore, Report on the Canadian online video market (February 2009).
8. Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols, “The Internet belongs to Netflix,” ZDNet.com (October 22, 2010).
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Achieving our vision
A new strategic direction
Telefilm’s new corporate vision embraces both
building production capacity and stimulating
demand for Canadian screen-based content.
The industry and Telefilm agree that in order
to have a strong and vibrant industry, audience
development must be a strong component of
the corporate plan.

Our new corporate plan is built on the existing
dynamic partnerships between industry repre
sentatives and Telefilm. By working together
and finding synergies, we will ensure that
Canadian screen-based content is accessible
to the audiences it deserves – anywhere, any
time and on any platform.

This shift is the next logical step in the evolution
of our audiovisual industry, particularly in the
ultra-competitive market of English Canada
(see table below). In foreign markets as well,
important opportunities exist for Canadian
creators to reach new international audiences.

Telefilm’s actions will be structured around four
strategic pillars that are mutually supportive.
1.	Maintain and expand Telefilm’s core role
of funder
2.	Develop our role as promoter
3.	Provide thought leadership by developing
and sharing industry intelligence
4. Reinforce Telefilm’s organizational excellence

Market share of Canadian films since 2001
French-language market
28%

26.6

English-language market

24%

themselves:

1
2

What am I doing to make my
audience aware of my work?

What have I provided to that
audience that engages them,
or inspires them to pay attention
and then take action?

3
4

How am I acquiring direct connections with my audience?

What amazing, non-commodity
product can I offer these
fans who have gone on this journey with me?

18.5

17.1

16.3

16%

13.8

12.5

12%

should be asking

Total

21.2
19.1

20%

Filmmakers

14

9.6
8%
4%
0%

0.3

1.6

2001
SOURCE: MPTAC

1.1

0.9

2002

2003

5.3

4.5

3.6

2.7

1.6

1.2

2004

2005

4.2
1.8

2006

3.3

3.3

2.9

3.2

1

1.1

0.8

1.4

2007

2008

2009

2010

Bob Moczydlowsky, Topspin Media
Microfilmmaker magazine (November 1, 2010)
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Strategic Pillar no. 1:
Maintain and expand our core role of funder
Telefilm, best known as a source of public
funding for Canada’s audiovisual industry,
allocates this funding through a series of
structured programs. However, in a period of
economic restraint and limited resources, we
must expand our traditional funding approach
to embrace innovation and advocacy.
■

■

■

Not making the films you want to make is awful,

but making them

and Not having

Telefilm will encourage the industry to
diversify its funding sources. At the same
time, we will investigate new sources on
the industry’s behalf.

them shown

Telefilm will encourage the industry to take
on more financial risk and be rewarded
for it. For example, Telefilm will ensure
that performance measures such as
recoupment are better aligned with a risk/
return business model.
Telefilm will continue to develop coproduction as both a funding option and
an important source of new audiences.
Pooled budgets enable productions to be
bigger and potentially more competitive in
global markets, particularly when a foreign
government’s incentives and subsidies are
included. A partner can provide access to its
own market, and improve access to thirdcountry markets. Since the inception of the
CFFF, official international coproductions
were responsible for approximately 47% of

is worse.

the total production budget, including foreign
contributions to minority coproductions.
■

Conditions will be simplified to obtain financial support. Currently, there are over
30 sets of guidelines for funding applications; we want to simplify and streamline this existing program structure to
better serve our clients. The processes
behind decision-making, contracting and
disbursement will also be reviewed.

Claude Jutra, Quebec actor, film director and writer
Le Canada au grand écran, Mount Allison
University (1994)   
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Strategic Pillar no. 2:
develop our role as promoter
The competitive playing field for Canadian
audiovisual production – particularly feature
film – is extraordinarily challenging. With
annual population growth of 1.1%, Canada
is not likely to see its internal market grow
significantly in the coming years.9 What’s
more, Canada is the only country outside of
the U.S. that is considered part of the domestic
market by the Hollywood studio system, and
receives the full force of its marketing.
Canadian producers, broadcasters and dis
tributors need to work together to ensure that
content is properly showcased, viewed and
sold. The emerging new media and distribution
landscape is beginning to create opportunities
to be more competitive. These exciting new
platforms enable consumers to engage with
the work of Canadian creators in new ways.
Telefilm will take on a more active role in the
promotion of Canadian screen-based content
by helping the industry further develop its
capacity to promote productions in innovative
ways; and by complementing this effort by
using the resources and partnerships Telefilm
has at our disposal.

9. STATISTICS CANADA, 2010

■

■

■

Telefilm maintains a presence across the
country through its regional offices. We will
leverage that presence to boost promotion
efforts through targeted activities, network
ing and partnerships.
Through decades of working abroad,
Telefilm has built a reputation and an
international brand. We will leverage our
presence abroad to raise the profile of
Canadian talent and content among foreign
buyers, investors and audiences.
Telefilm will leverage existing communica
tion channels and activities (website, social
media, speaking platforms, screenings, proactive public relations, etc.), and create

new ones to actively promote Canadian
talent and the industry’s success stories.
■

■

On an operational level, Telefilm believes
its funding decisions should require pro
ducers to demonstrate clear and innova
tive approaches for reaching audiences,
and maximizing the appeal of the finished
production.
Telefilm will continue to promote emerging
talent and creators from official language
minorities and aboriginal communities. Pro
moting diversity is not only consistent with a
healthy industry, it also encourages works
truly representative of Canadian culture.

Writing and publishing a book

on marketing movies
means acknowledging that the seventh art is also a product, that
it belongs to a complex, risky economy, and that well-thought out,
well-planned communication has become necessary, but rarely
sufficient. In a way, it means breaking a taboo, the taboo of a
relationship between art and money, between artist and promotion.

Jean-François Camilleri, Le marketing du cinéma (2006)
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Strategic Pillar no. 3:
Provide thought leadership by developing and sharing industry intelligence
Canada’s audiovisual industry is composed
mainly of small to medium-sized production
companies with limited resources. In this
industry environment, Telefilm has a valuable
role to play in gathering, analyzing and
disseminating business intelligence that would
otherwise not be produced and available.
■

■

Currently, Telefilm compiles statistics in key
areas such as Canadian box office, Canadian
share of box office, audiences, production
costs, etc. Telefilm will expand that function
into an industry-wide bureau for monitoring
and communicating market intelligence
that will follow trends, identify market
opportunities, report on best practices, etc.
Telefilm is well positioned to become a
catalyst for industry innovation. We will
develop and support innovative thinking in
areas that apply to the entire industry, such
as new approaches to content creation,
business models and marketing strategies.

■

By monitoring and analyzing global mar
ket trends and outlooks, Telefilm will help
identify opportunities to develop interna
tional markets.

■

Gathering intelligence for the industry will
also become a source of ideas for Telefilm
in our pursuit of innovative funding and
promotion alternatives.

Professional artists

are innovators;

like any other innovator, we need to know that our work – when it’s
good, when it’s enjoyed – will have vaLue… If we don’t have this incentive to create, we will become hobbyists, and consumers won’t
have the content choice they enjoy and demand. They will, instead,
have to turn to content from other countries, thereby destroying
a big chunk of our economy, thousands of jobs, not to mention our
national voice and identity. That hurts all of us.

Carole Pope, Canadian rock singer/songwriter
Putting a value on creation, The Globe and Mail
(September 2010)
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Strategic Pillar no. 4:
Reinforce Telefilm’s organizational excellence
Telefilm’s effectiveness as an organization has
a profound impact on our ability to lead the
industry in its efforts to stimulate audience
demand, and deliver more value.

■

Telefilm has been recognized by independent
sources as a model of organizational excel
lence. A Special Examination Report from the
Auditor General of Canada gave Telefilm posi
tive reviews for our administration of funding
projects, management of human resources,
and for its strategic planning process.
■

Administrative costs are kept to a minimum,
thereby maximizing financial resources
devoted to developing and promoting the
industry. However, Telefilm will always seek
areas to make further gains in efficiency
and effectiveness.

■

Although Telefilm has made great strides
in “de-bureaucratizing” operations, we
believe we must further simplify programs
and related guidelines while maintaining
high performance standards and strong
accountability for the public funds we
manage. Our objective is to achieve a
balance between appropriate due diligence and simplified processes. Effi
ciency gains will allow us to pursue other
strategic goals.
Becoming a flexible and agile administra
tor is an important priority for Telefilm.
In a rapidly changing environment, due
in large part to digital convergence, a simpler and more flexible approach to doing
business will allow Telefilm to adjust
rapidly to changes that have a material
impact on our mandate, or on the indus
try’s working environment.
The Canada Media Fund relies on Telefilm’s
organizational skills to efficiently admi
nister all its funding programs on its behalf.

Structurally, the biggest issue

facing independent

film is the
theatrical

distribution
bottleneck.

As long as theatrical exposure
is the driving force to a film’s
revenue streams in the so-called
ancillary markets, video/DVD,
pay cable, etc., then the expense
of that theatrical release, the
crowded marketplace and the
competition with studio and specialized divisions of studios for
that same filmgoer, creates a
unique challenge.”

Geoff Gilmore, Director of the Sundance film festival
“The State of Independent Film,” IndieWire.com (January, 2009)
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Measuring success
The strategic imperative of stimulating
audience demand calls for changes in the
way we define and measure success.
Under our previous corporate plan, Telefilm’s
success, and that of the industry, was mea
sured by our share of the Canadian feature
film box office. Today, this purely commercial
definition of success has become unreal
istically narrow not only in Canada, but also
around the world.

It is, therefore, Telefilm’s belief that the
definition of success must be expanded to
include cultural, industrial, and commercial
considerations. In consultation with key in
dustry stakeholders and the Department
of Canadian Heritage, Telefilm will look at
developing criteria to measure a broader
definition of success. Telefilm sees these more
comprehensive measures being developed
along three axes:

Broadening the measure of success – Starting Hypothesis
CURRENTLY MEASURED
Commercial
Domestic box office
NATIONAL

POTENTIAL INDICATOR
CULTURAL
Awards, prizes

Jobs
Contribution to GDP

Domestic audiences on
all relevant platforms

Foreign audiences

INDUSTRIAL

Private financing
Selection at festivals

Volume of coproductions

Prizes

Foreign financing

INTERNATIONAL

1. The inclusion of cultural, commercial
and industrial value.
2. The inclusion of relevant platforms.
3. The inclusion of international markets.
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Conclusion
Throughout our history, Telefilm has played
an important role in building the Canadian
audiovisual industry’s capacity for production
excellence. We have made great strides
toward meeting that challenge. Today, Telefilm
must become a broader catalyst for success
by refocusing our efforts and resources on
stimulating audience demand. This new goal
re-energizes our mandate, and aligns our
activities more closely with industry needs.

■

■
■

■

This four-year corporate plan will be
based on Telefilm’s fundamental belief
that a robust and disciplined approach to
stimulating audience demand for Canadian
screen-based content is the next logical
step in the evolution of the Canadian
audiovisual industry. Successfully executed,
this vision will deliver more balanced
cultural, commercial and industry value
and, further, help ensure the long-term
viability of the industry.
Consultations have shown that the industry
wants many of the same things for itself
that Telefilm wants for the industry.
Accountability for public funds and flexibility
in approach to business models are two of
the most encouraging findings.

■

Stimulating audience demand will require
a dynamic partnership between Telefilm
and the industry to find more effective
and efficient ways of promoting individual
productions at a grassroots level, while also
promoting the industry at a higher level.
Telefilm has a leadership role to play in
refocusing industry attention on stimulating
demand, and instilling a culture of success.

This corporate plan signifies Telefilm’s
enhanced focus on stimulating audience
demand. To achieve this goal, Telefilm has
adopted the following principles to guide the
decisions we will make in the months and
years ahead:

Telefilm’s vision for the future will be
transformed into a new direction that is
structured around four mutually supportive
strategic pillars: maintain and expand our
core role of funder; develop our role as
promoter; provide thought leadership by
developing and sharing industry intelligence;
and reinforce our organizational excellence.

■

Our new strategic direction will require
a broader definition of success. This will
represent a departure from commercial
value (i.e. box office) as the sole measure
of success, and entrench the importance
of audience demand as the common
thread connecting all forms of success. A
combination of commercial value, artistic/
cultural impact and industry benefits will
be used to develop specific measures
in cooperation with the Department of
Canadian Heritage and industry partners.

■

■

■

■

■

Actively champion a sustainable Canadian
audiovisual culture
Redefine the measure of success
Reward performance and encourage new
thinking
Promote diversity in all its forms in
programs and policies
Be open, transparent and accessible to
stakeholders, the industry and the public
D
 eliver best value to Canadians

Telefilm will continue to consult with and work
with the industry on the overall strategies
that will help us to fulfill this corporate plan.
Together, we will ensure that our industry
remains strong, vibrant, and a source of pride
for Canadians.
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The foundation
of Telefilm Canada

MandatE
To foster and promote the development
of the audiovisual industry in Canada.

Vision
Audiences everywhere demanding screen-based
content created by Canadians – accessible anywhere,
anytime and on any platform.

mission
To foster and promote the development of the Canadian audiovisual
industry by playing a leadership role through financial
support and initiatives that contribute to its success.

values
Respect – Commitment - Client focus – Openness   

guiding principles
■

■
■

Actively champion a sustainable
Canadian audiovisual culture
Redefine the measure of success
Reward performance and encourage
new thinking

■

■

■

Promote diversity in all its forms
in programs and policies
Be open, transparent and accessible
to stakeholders, the industry
and the public
Deliver best value to Canadians

